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Letter From the Future 

First Letter 

 
There was a time when scholars wrote and thought. Today, in this world of infinite subroutines and deeper 
and deeper machine learning, scholarship has become algorithmic and genetic. At this moment in our 
academic history, iterations of thoughts, ideas and structures appear mysteriously, triggered by scholars but 
created by the sentience of non-sentient machines. A great deal of fuss was made over the arbitrariness of 
ideation- trouble which would be outsourced to technologies of reimagining. Scholarship now involves 
perusing libraries of iteration and variation. Critique lives within the same architecture as the search for the 
prime number.  

Sometimes, a text’s iterations seem to vary in a direction, and some mind is possessed by the idea that this 
reveals a latent potential of meaning: that had the author continued to iterate, he would have arrived at that 
same place, that the iteration was inevitable, and that thus it was what the author had truly meant all along. 
That is the temptation of necromancy, or maybe alchemy or simply reification, which pops up in some 
university’s Department of Iteration every few years or so. Inevitably, a computer scientist invokes 
Descarte’s 10^15th iteration and dispels the ghost from the machine, to the dismay of those reverent 
professors.     

Wittgenstein’s Tractatus has the highest rate of alteration of any other philosophical text. He has produced at 
least 10^n variations for 10^n iterations. Most texts reiterate themselves, or quibble over variations which 
oscillate in sequence. Sartre’s Being and Nothingness alternates between the use of italicized and bold 
subheadings between the 10^17-48th iterations, and from 48th to 500th it does not variate at all. There are, of 
course, 10^n iterations: and so ostensibly, each text bears infinite variations. But checking them must be done 
manually and remains time-consuming.  

The 10^147th time Wittgenstein would write down 5.64, he would replace ‘solipsist’ with ‘temporal’, such 
that it reads: 

The temporal self shrinks to a point without extension, and there remains the reality co-ordinated with it.   

But also 

The solipsist self shrinks to a point without extension, and there remains the reality co-ordinated with it. 
(LW’s TLP, 5.64)  

The 10^148th time he would write the Tractatus, he would make a similar alteration to 5.6, changing the 
“language” for “time”.  

The limits of my Time are the limits of my world. 

The 10^231st time he would write the Tractatus, he would change the “facts” to “time” and “objects” to 
“moments”: 

The world is the totality of Time, not of Moments. 

The 10^1551th iteration of the Tractatus removes all propositions but the seventh leaves mildly altered, 
switching “speak” to “predict”.  

Whereof you cannot predict you must pass over in silence.  

Following the 10^1551th iteration they are left blank. Somewhere in Idaho a computer uses a few kilowatts 
of energy, and about a hundred taxpayer’s dollars a day generating a few more iterations of the Tractatus per 
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hour. If an iteration of Wittgenstein’s Tractatus > 10^1151 were to produce a document that was not blank, 
it would probably mean something that the sentience of non-sentient machines would find beautiful, strange 
word displacement that it would record as the traces of singular time, as the origin of essence. But for us, 
mere humans, scholarly machine iterations have become the extraordinary signs of the gods, and we have 
regressed into primitive beings for whom the movement of planets where symbols of unknown orders. We 
look at the scholarly iterations of sentient non sentient machines and hear the whispers of the primeval, but 
forever unknowable universe. The machines know and understand, but we cannot speak to them.  

 

 

 


